House #: 70002 Ndlovin

Current Stove: Flame

Meal:

Time:

# of Burners
used

# of people
cooked for:

Describe how you cooked the meal/Comments:

Cabbage

30 mins

1

3

The food was nice and does not smell or taste of paraffin

Rice

30 mins

1

3

The stove cooked fast

Baked
bread

1.5 hour

1

4

The bread smelled and tasted nice and baked quicky

What was better about this stove than your current one?
This stove is much better because this stove does not use as much paraffin as our current stove. This
stove also provides much more heat than our current one.
What did you dislike about this stove compared to your current one?
Nothing
Would you be interested in buying this stove?
I would be very interested in buying it.
How much would you pay for it?
I can pay any money for this stove because it is a nice stove.
Did your food smell of paraffin?
No
Did your food taste like paraffin?
No
Did your house smell of paraffin after using it?
No
Other comments or concerns
All I can say about this stove is that it is a very nice stove and I can pay any money that I can afford
because everything that I do with this stove is faster and safer than the one we use now. I am so happy
with this stove.

House #: WP3420
# of People in the house: 6
Current Stove: Flame

Meal:

Time:

# of
Burners
used

Rice

30 mins

1

6

African Salad

20 mins

1

6

Pappe for breakfast

15mins

1

6

Samp

1.5 hour

1

6

# of people
cooked for:

Describe how you cooked the meal/Comments:

What did you like about the stove?
If you cook with this stove it does not burn the pots or make it dirty and it also cannot burn the food. It
is safe also and I have children.
What did you dislike about the stove?
Nothing
Would you be interested in buying this stove?
Yes.
How much would you be willing to pay for this stove?
I could afford to pay R100 upfront, but I would be willing to make weekly payments so I could afford the
stove easier, since the stove costs more than R100.
Did your food smell like paraffin?
No
Did your food taste like paraffin?
No
Did your house smell like paraffin?
No.
Other comments or concerns.
This stove is safer than my flame stove especially for the children it is safer to turn it off.

House #: W.P. 1928
# of People in the house: 3
Current Stove: Flame

Meal:
Africa
Salad
Steamed
Bread

Time:

# of Burners
used

# of people
cooked for:

Describe how you cooked the meal/Comments:

20 mins

1

3

I like this flame stove because it cook food nice.

3 hours

1

3

The food was not burnt.

What was better about this stove than your current one?
It cooks food faster.
What did you dislike about this stove compared to your current one?
Nothing
Would you be interested in buying this stove?
Yes
How much would you pay for it?
R150.
Did your food smell of paraffin?
No
Did your food taste like paraffin?
No
Did your house smell of paraffin after using it?
No
Other comments or concerns
I’m so glad to use this stove. It cooks fast and the food does not smell like paraffin, even in the house
there’s no smell and the pot is not dirty. It looks like heater.

House Number: W.P. 1966
What Kind of Stove do you normally cook with? Gas
How much did your stove cost? R300
How many burners does it have? 2
What did you cook with this stove? Steamed Bread
How long did it take? 4 hours
Was this faster or slower than your current stove?
Slower than my current stove, it normally takes 2.5 hours.
Was the stove easy to start?
No. It took longer than expected.
Was the stove safe? Why or Why not?
The stove is safe to use because it does not explode while you are cooking.
Did your meal smell or taste of paraffin?
Yes, Paraffin smells too strong.
What did you like about the stove?
It keeps the house warm and does not burn the food.
What did you NOT like about the stove?
The fact that the paraffin smells too strong and it’s hard to be inside the house when cooking.
What would you be willing to pay for this stove? Around R100
Please write any other feelings you have about this stove.
The stove is nicely built and is good to use when there is no electricity or when you want to save
electricity. Besides the strong smell of paraffin, it is safe around children.
P.S. It is awfully slow, good job though!

Name: Siya
What meal did you cook and how?
Steamed bread with water.
How long did it take? Was it less time than usual?
2 hours, yes.
How was this stove compared to a flame stove?
Brilliant, it was much better
Safety and Flammability?
Much safer and it doesn’t have the bad flammability like my flame that normally gives a bad
smell when cooking.
Stability?
Very stable and is not dangerous, because you can cook while the door is open as compared to
the flame.
Igniting?
It is very easy to switch off and uses less paraffin than the flame stove.
Overall Use?
I can also use it as a heater as it gives enough heat to the room when it’s on.
Any other comments or concerns?
Easy to use, less dangerous, quicker and much safer.
Please write a paragraph describing your experience and feelings using this stove.
This stove works brilliant, it saves a lot of paraffin. I can cook without worrying about the clothes getting
a paraffin smell. If it was for me I would suggest it for most of us, especially people living in the shacks
should use this type of stove as it can provide less burning situations and we can use less electricity. I
really enjoyed cooking with this stove as compared to any cooking equipments.

